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PDP 048-121-EU Gaming Controller Blue, Transparent USB
Gamepad Digital Xbox One

Brand : PDP Product code: 048-121-EU

Product name : 048-121-EU

Xbox One - Afterglow Wired Controller

PDP 048-121-EU Gaming Controller Blue, Transparent USB Gamepad Digital Xbox One:

Enhance your gaming experience with the Afterglow Wired Controller, officially licensed by Microsoft for
Xbox One.

With new dimmable Prismatic LED lighting available through full-color range LEDs, gamers can set their
favorite color, cycle through the rainbow, or turn off the lights completely.

Take a peek into the controller's clear polycarbonate housing, which reveals the controller's inner
circuitry.

Additionally, the included 3.5mm headset jack will support game and chat audio.

The onboard audio controls add a hassle-free way to access and adjust audio levels without interrupting
gameplay.
PDP 048-121-EU. Device type: Gamepad, Gaming platforms supported: Xbox One, Gaming control
technology: Digital. Connectivity technology: Wired, Device interface: USB. Product colour: Blue,
Transparent. Power source: Cable

Input device

Device type * Gamepad
Gaming control technology Digital
Gaming platforms supported * Xbox One
LED backlight

Ports & interfaces

Device interface * USB
Connectivity technology * Wired

Ergonomics

Product colour * Blue, Transparent

Power

Power source * Cable
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